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Nobody could have predicted at the start
of 2020 how it would turn out. Despite
the year being turned on its head,
Wildcare Tasmania volunteers still
achieved so much during the year. For
Wildcare groups and volunteers there was
less time working on the ground for a lot
of the year, even after the hard lockdown
finished, each group needed an approved
COVID plan before it could get back in the
field. There was still plenty going within
the groups during the breather from
outside activities, which allowed an
opportunity to focus on planning and
applying for grants. 

The Wildcare Board also spent time
planning, and approved the Strategic Plan
for 2021-2024. This involved looking at
what it is we are seeking to achieve as an
organisation, and how we know if we’ve
achieved it.
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The Strategic Plan has four pillars. They focus on engaging and providing
opportunities for volunteers; volunteer safety and training; engaging with
donors and corporate sponsors; and remaining relevant to the groups that we
work with. There is more detail on the 2021-2024 Strategic Plan later in this
Annual Report.

We have continued our focus on activating the Tasmanian Nature Conservation
Fund (previously known as the Gift Fund) and putting the money to work on
the ground. For the second year in a row the fund distributed over $200,000 to
worthwhile projects all around Tasmania. This is made possible by the
generosity of donors and the commitment of volunteers and land owners. A
really important point of difference for the fund is that all donations are put to
use through grants, with administration fees to the fund capped at the level of
bank interest. 

We also simplified and clarified the process of applying for grants from the
Tasmanian Nature Conservation Fund to make it clearer and fairer to everyone
how to apply for a grant from the fund. The fund now accepts applications
twice per year with specific causes targeted each time, based on how much
money is in the fund. Urgent grants up to $5,000 can be dealt with out of
session.
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There were two new Wildcare groups created in 2020. This was the Friends of
St Valentines Peak (about 40km inland from Burnie) and the Tamar Valley
Wildlife Roadkill Initiative. We wish these groups well and encourage Wildcare
members to think about joining up and helping these very worthwhile groups.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank Board members Sam Cuff, a
DPIPWE appointee who left the Board early in 2021, and Glen Hayhurst who is
not seeking re-election at this AGM. Erika Shankley did not re-nominate at last
year's AGM and left the Board then. All three Board members made a very
significant contribution to the Board. We also welcomed Donna Burton and Jen
Fry as new Board members at the 2020 AGM.

It was great to see 2020 finish with many groups being active in the field again,
and we hope that things will continue to get back to normal as 2021 unfolds.

Ian is in the centre wearing a dark green Wildcare jacket.
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2020 is a year we won't forget.   For me it
reinforced the things that I value, where I
want to be, what I want to spend my time
doing and learning, and who I want to
spend time with.  

I'm even more clear that the thoughtful
people who are part of Wildcare, whether
as a member, a volunteer or as a
philanthropist, are people that I want to be
involved with.

Wildcare finished 2020 strongly, notwithstanding a suspension of volunteering. 
 Volunteers were understandably champing at the bit to get back into action but
were patient and creative in the interim, planning and fundraising. Within the
Wildcare Office we changed how we work and introduced new services, such as
our online 'Welcome to Wildcare' sessions.

During the year Wildcare signed an agreement with Tasmania Parks and Wildlife
Service (PWS) which provides an annual grant to support us in caring for
National Parks and Reserves.  This replaces the former tied Parks Pass/Wildcare
memberships and gives us some financial security and enables us to offer new
services.  The commitment from PWS to supporting volunteering is fantastic -
involving countless hours of staff time to ensure that work plans are in place and
that volunteers are safe. 
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We were boosted during the year by the
Federal Government's Job Keeper and the
other support payments to organisations
impacted by coronavirus.  

As is the intention of Job Keeper, this
money will be invested back into the
community, in Wildcare's case for the
benefit of the wildcaring community's
work, ultimately benefitting Tasmania's
wild places, wildlife and cultural heritage.

Our organisational investment started in
the latter part of 2020, with two Wildcare
Expos, one in Ulverstone and one in
Hobart, showcasing the work of Wildcare
groups and our partners such as PWS and
Bonorong Wildlife Sanctuary.   These
Expos were booked out to the adjusted
room capacities and were an uplifting 
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I was also delighted to sign a MOU between Wildcare Tasmania and
Volunteering Tasmania.  This will provide Wildcare group leaders with new
avenues of training and support.  We know that leaders are the 'backbone' who
sustain the planning, communication and relationships.
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experience due to the enthusiasm and
passion of the volunteers present. Greg Irons
from our much valued partner organisation,
Bonorong Wildlife Sanctuary, undoubtedly
stole the show with his heartwarming and
hilarious 'interviews' with groups.   Some
photos of the Expos are on this page.

Finally, a truly heartwarming aspect of the
year for me, was to see donations continue
to arrive, many with lovely accompanying
notes, from around the world.  To those
people, a huge thank you, know that your
money is very much needed and that 100% is
applied to your chosen cause.  Donations are
absolutely essential to support the nature
conservation work of Wildcare volunteer
groups and our partners and there are many
current and emerging projects in 2021.  
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Over $240,000 was issued in grants from Wildcare's Tasmanian Nature
Conservation Fund (TNCF) during 2020, as detailed below.  This is the
second year running in which over $200,000 was released.  There are 11
different causes that donors may choose from within the TNCF. 

GRANT DETAILS

Bridge and environmental remediation at Orielton Lagoon.     

Granted to Sorell Council and Friends of Pitt-Water Orielton

Lagoon Wildcare Group from a donation made by Lynmore

Holdings Pty Ltd into the Coastal Conservation cause.

Raptor aviary construction.  Granted to Raptor Refuge -

Kettering, from community donations into the Raptors cause. 

Fire-proofing of raptor aviaries.  Granted to Raptor Refuge -

Kettering, from community donations to the Raptors cause. 

Lake Judd track works - South West Tasmania.  Granted to

the Parks and Wildlife Service from a donation made by Alan

and Hilary Wallace into the Wild Bushwalking Tracks cause.

Penguin Cradle-Trail track works.  Granted to Friends of

Penguin Cradle-Trail Wildcare Group from a donation made by

The Patricia Dukes Foundation.

Bonorong animal care.  Granted to Bonorong Wildlife

Sanctuary from community donations into the Bonorong cause.

Penguin education guiding at Stanley.  Granted to Parks and

Wildlife Service and Friends of Doctor's Rocks Penguins Wildcare

Group from community donations into the Nature and World

Heritage cause.

AMOUNT

$27,000

 

 

 

 

$8,000

 

 

$18,185

 

 

$70,000

 

 

 

$16,800

 

 

 

$36,000

 

 

$5,000
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GRANT PURPOSE

Penguin education guiding at Lillico Beach.  Granted to 

Parks and Wildlife Service and Friends of Lillico Penguins

Wildcare Group from community donations into the Nature and

World Heritage cause.

Tamar Estuary education program for school children.

Granted to Parks and Wildlife Service from a donation made by

the Low Head Pilot Station Support Group.

Transport to Schouten Island for environmental

volunteering.  Granted to Friends of Freycinet Wildcare Group

from community donations into the Islands and Dragons cause.

Burrowscope for shearwater research.  Granted to Friends of

Maatsuyker Island Wildcare Group from community donations to

the Islands and Dragons cause and the Nature and World

Heritage cause.

Track works at Frenchman's Cap.  Granted to Parks and

Wildlife Service from a donation made by Dick Smith.

Transport to Tasman Island for environmental volunteering.  

Granted to Friends of Tasman Island Wildcare Group from

community donations into the Nature and World Heritage cause.

TOTAL

 

AMOUNT

$8089

 

 

 

 

$5,000

 

 

 

$570

 

 

 

$4,000

 

 

 

 

$43,000

 

 

$2,000

 

 

 

$243,644



provide new ways for people to get involved, 
develop new partnerships, 
provide better support and training for volunteers and 
improved reporting on what is being achieved.  

In November 2020, the Wildcare Tasmania Board approved a new
Strategic Plan covering the period 2021-2024.  

The strategies for success will guide Wildcare over the coming three
years and will drive actions to:

The following pages are an extract from the 2021-2024 Strategic Plan,
detailing the strategies for success.  We look forward to reporting
against the associated performance measures, in the 2021 Annual
Report.

WILDCARE
STRATEGIC PLAN
2021-2024
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https://wildcaretas.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/Wildcare-Strategic-Plan-2021-2024.pdf


STRATEGIES
FOR SUCCESS

Extract from Wildcare Strategic Plan 2021-2024



four pillars, with 

two success factors to achieve each.

Our strategy is a simple one, based on:

We believe our strategy is strong and true, just

like a four b' two piece of timber.

Many of our Wildcarers are very good with

timber.  We know that a well placed piece of

timber will take you straight to your destination

while minimising harm to all else.

THE FOUR B' TWO
STRATEGY
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 People see what is on offer and

choose to get involved,

 Volunteers are supported, informed

and safe,

 People and organisations see the

benefit of their financial support,

 We stay relevant to, and valued by,

our partners.

We are successful when:

1.

2.

3.

4.

THE FOUR
PILLARS OF
WILDCARE
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become a member,

join a group, 

donate,

safely try out volunteering for the first time, 

develop to be a group leader, and 

experience remote multi-day events.

involve staff in safe, meaningful volunteering,

contribute to a cause of choice, and

learn more about Tasmania's environment.

Positive trends in new and retained Wildcare

members,

Increase in Members who have chosen to join a

Wildcare group, and

Increasing number of volunteer hours.

1.  People and organisations see what is on offer

and choose to get involved 

Success factors:

1.1 Build clear, accessible pathways of choice for

people to:

1.2 Build clear, flexible pathways for environmentally

and socially conscious organisations to:

Measures of success:

Wildcare is
successful when...
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meet expectations under the relevant DPIPWE

Volunteer Program Plan or expectations of the

Council or private land owner, as relevant,  and

understand the legal framework within which they

operate.

No serious injuries while volunteering,

Minimum 4 training sessions per year, and

100% of Presidents of active Wildcare groups

engage with at least one of our training activities

annually.

2.   Volunteer groups are supported, informed and

safe

Success factors:

2.1 Support and train Wildcare group leaders to:

2.2. Add our special Wildcare flavour value of healthy

fun, compassionate communications, and training and

support in working with others.

Measures of success:

Wildcare is
successful when...
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combines human interest stories, with

environmental and social impact data, and

provides a picture of nature conservation

outcomes State-wide.

provides options for involvement,

is founded in inspiring, grass roots outcomes, and 

is free of marketing.

Annual donations of at least $150,000 p.a,

100% of our Natural Partner philanthropy

relationships continue, and

We maintain a $0 fee cut on donations policy.

3.   People and organisations see the benefit of

their financial support

Success factors:

3.1 Deliver purposeful project reporting that:

3.2 Establish a benefactor network engagement

program that:

Measures of success:

Wildcare is
successful when...
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Wildcare is
successful when...

We meet 100% of expectations within our Deed of

Agreement with PWS.

4. We stay relevant and of value to our partners

Success factors:

4.1  Wildcare develops a pathway for understanding

and mapping nature conservation issues in Tasmania,

in particular in National Parks and reserves.

4.2 Wildcare reports on the impact of our volunteer

groups on nature conservation issues.

Measures of success:

Extract from Wildcare Strategic Plan 2021-2024
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